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ABSTRACT ,

Addressed to educators who have the responsibility
for developing curriculums or educational programs; that will serve
Native American students, the document does not present new
information on the status of education in Native American
communities. Rather, it discusses ways in which available
information, such as the 1928 Meriam Report, can be used to initiate
program development. Emphasizing that educational opportunities fot
Native American children must be developed on the middle ground
between life in Native communities and established educational
institutions, the paper states that the clear need in ',Indian
education,' is for curriculum and program development. Future research
efforts should objectively monitor the effectiveness of curricular
approaches rather than rediscover the symptoms. Local control of
reservation schools and contracting Johnson-O'Malley monies directly
with tribes are desirable, but are only intermediate goals at best.
The primary question still remains one of educational programs, after
control or influence are attained. Also, because of the diverse
conditions among Native American communities, a wide variety of
approaches and materials are needed. Every school which serves Native
-American students should have the programmatic capability of making
them feel comfortable in the learning environment and of enhancing
their chances for a higher quality life. (KM)
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FOREWORD

Educational opportunity for Native American children must be developed

on middle ground between life in Native communities and established educa-

tional institutions. Perceptions of learning and schooling in many Native

communities contrast dramatically with the experimental, empirical approaches

emphasized in teacher training and in research in graduate schools of

education.

To the typical Native American, going to school is a personal-social

experience that is enjoyed, endured, and too often avoided. The teachers

and administrators in these schools have been trained to focus on goals,

processes, outcomes, and accountability in terms of the dominant industrial

society. Inceed, the language of education is becoming mole and more the

language of the factory and the market-place.

As much as we disavow "scientific management," we still seek that

elusive model, system, or learning package that will somehow alleviate

undesirable outcomes. The search for a better way must go on, but not at

the price of ignoring the interpersonal dimension.

Underlyinb the views expressed in this paper is a belief that educa-

tional opportunity for Native Americans and others who are underachieving,

unhappy, and dropping out can be enhanced by personalizing and socializing

the school experience. The techniques of teaching, management, and

research must serve this end rather than their own. There is no quick,

easy, sure model for the client-practitioner role relationship in education.

This paper suggests a pathway to a middle ground that will bring Native

Americans and professional educators closer together through personal inter-

action, which fosters mutual understanding, appreciation, and respect.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This paper is addressed to educators who have responsibility for devel-

oping curriculums or educational programs that will serve Native American

students. It does not present new information on the status of education in

Native American communities, but discusses ways in which information already

available can be utilized to initiate program development.

Much essential information about the educational needs of Native

American people has been known for some time. One of the earliest studies

drawing attention to the educational plight of Native Americans was the

Meriam Report in 1928. In his historically important, but generally unheeded

report, Meriam called attention to the importance of education in general

and special curricular programs in particular:

The fundamental requirement is that the task of the Indian
service be recognized as primarily educational in the broadest
sense of the word, and that it be made an efficient educational
agency, devoting its main energies to the social and Economic
advancement of the Indians, so that they may be absorbed into
the prevailing civilization or be fitted to live in the
presence of that civilization at least in accordance with a
minimum standard of health and decency.1

The choice of being "absorbed into the prevailing civilization or

(being) fitted to live in the presence of that civilization" is an important

option to Native American people. The following quotation from the 1928

report points out early recognition of the need to take unique social and

1

Lewis Meriam, The Problem of Indian Administration, (Baltimore:
The John Hopkins Press, 1928). p. 435.

1



cultural characteristics of Native American people into account in the

details of general curriculum and spacial program development:

We have learned in the case of children from foreign
homes, the there are values in customs of other people
that ought to be preserved and not destroyed; so with
Indians; there is a contribution from Indian life that
likewise needs to.be safeguarded and not sacrificed to
unnecessary standardization.2

This early report said something that is very important to Native

American people. Their values and customs are meaningful and are cherished

by them. School curriculums and special educational programs must respect

these historical traditions.

Between the Meriam report of 1928 and the late 1960's, several people

studied the educational characteristics and needs of Native Americans. A

systematic review of that literature is not within the scope of this paper.

It was not until the Senate Subcommittee issued its final report3 in 1969,

that we reached a significant turning point in planning for the education

of Native Americans. The report not only collected a great deal of data

and testimony on the conditions of life for Native Americans, but it focused

national attention on their status. Education became the focal point of the

report and knowledge of the circumstances precipitated the desire and

political concern necessary to initiate change. The educational challenge

of the report is captured in these excerpts:

Drop-out rates are twice the national average in both
public and Federal schools. Some school districts have
drop-out rates approaching 100 percent;

Achievement levels of lndian children are two to three
years below those of white students; and the Indian child

2Ibid., p. 412.

3United States Congress, Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare. Indian Education: A National Tragedy--A National Challenge,
Hearing 91st Congress, 1st Session, No. 91-501 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1969).



falls progressively further behirid the longer he stays
in school;

Only 1 percent of Indian children in elementary
school have Indian teachers or principals;

One-fourth of elementary and secondary school
teachers--by their own admission--would prefer not to
teach Indian children; and

Indian children, more than any other minority
group, believe themselves to be below average" in
intelligence. . .

Fifty thousand Indian families live in unsanitary,
dilapidated dwellings, manyin huts, shanties, even aban-
doned automobiles;

The average Indian income is $1,500, 75 percent
below the national average;

The unemployment rate among Indians is nearly 40
percent--more than 10 times the national average;

The average age of death of the American Indian is
44 years; for all other Americans it is 65;

The infant mortality rate is twice the national
average; and

Thousands of Indians have migrated into cities only
to find themselves untrained for jobs and unprepared for
urban life. Many of them return to the reservation more
disillusioned and defeated than when they left. . . .

The "first American" has become the "last American" in
terms of an opportunity for employment, education, a
decent income, and the chance for a full and rewarding
life.

There are no quick and easy solutions in this tragic
state of affairs; but clearly, effective education lies
at the heart of any lasting solution. And that education
should no longer be one which assumes that cultural
differences mean cultural inferiority. . . 4

While the Senate Subcommittee Report presented its findings in a

somewhat sensational manner, other studies reported similar findings. The

National Study of American Indian Education reported that:

--Indian children do not achieve as well on tests of
school achievement as do the children of the white majority.

--Indian children are (not) basically or genetically
less or more intelligent than other children in America.

--Indian children, on the average, are disadvantaged.
It seems clear that many American Indian children are
seriously handicapped for success in school due to the
family and local community factors. They are disadvantaged

4Ibid., pp. ix-x.



because their parents are poor, often illiterate, and
inexperienced in the ways of the modern urban-industrial
culture.

--Most schools and educators have expected Indian
children to accommodate to styles of instruction and
curriculum which were not designed with reference to the
special requirements of many Indian youngsters.

- -The complexities of cross- cultural education,
though increasingly recognized, are imperfectly under-
stood by most practitioners and Indian communities have
not ordinarily been involved in the planning programs.

- -Physical health has improved tubstantially since
1950, but still lags behind that of the average group of
Americans.

--Psychiatrists in the Public Health Service say they
have the impression that there are a higher proportion of
Indian children with personal disturbance than they are
accustomed to seeing in a typical white population, but
there are no hard data to prove this.

--Indian youth (on measures of self-esteem) score
at about the same level of non-Indian youth of similar
socioeconomic status. There are some small but interesting
differences among the various tribal groups--and the urban
Indians fall slightly below the rural and reservation
groups.'

Many educators have responded to the challenge with urgent requests

for resources. Some of the resources already available for the education of

Native Americans are not properly spent. Too often, both basic support and

special project resources are expended in programs which fail to meet the

educational needs of Native American children and adults. The appropria-

tion, allocation, distribution, management, and accountability for Native

American education resources must be a matter of continuing concern.

Equally important are the programmatic efforts which those resources will

support. This paper is addressed to assisting those educators who must

develop curriculums and programs to meet the challenges and needs in the

education of Native Americans.

'Robert Havighurst, The National Study of American Indian Education,
The Education of Indian Children and Youth, Series IV, No. 6 (Chicago:
The University of Chicago, 1970) pp. 6-9.



CHAPTER II

SOME IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS

The literature dealing with curriculum development and instructional

practice is a rich source of information for educators charged with pro-

gram development for Native Americans. But thousands of educators who

have been trained in teacher colleges and graduate schools of education

have so far not developed programs of instruction which meet the needs of

Native Americans. The phrase "Indian education" is misleading when it is

used to imply that learning and development are different processes among

Native American children than among other children.

From a professional point of view, "Indian education" is no more

appropriate than would be such phrases as "Indian dentistry," "Indian

engineering," "Indian pharmacy," "Indian medicine," and so forth. The

principles of learning taught in schools of education are applicable to

Native American students, but the circumstances in which titxEtARLila

are fret.mWdfferwItlsufficier.euiresecialrorwnmAtic
attention.

These important differences, which appear to have a bearing on

educational outcomes, can be grouped into socioeconomic personal-

psychological, and cultural categories. Before these differences can be

explored, some basic assumptions or understandings about life and education

in Native American communities are essential. To Native Americans and

others who are close to Native American community life, these assumptions

are statements of the obvious. They must be emphasized because many

educators in state departments of education, public schools, and federal

5



schools, which develop and implement programs to serve Native American

students, frequently appear to be unaware of their meaning and importance.

The following assumptions or understandings are basic to the development

of effective educational programs for Native American children:

1. Native Americans are diverse peoples. The word "Indian,"

used as a collective describing all Native Americans, obscures important

historical tribal differences. The "dominant" society readily perceives

subtle differences within itself among persons of Jewish, English,

Italian, or Scandinavian descent, but does not extend the same appreciation

of differences to the Seminoles, Chippewas, Navajos and other tribes

because they are all "Indians."

Recognition of cultural, historical, and current socioeconomic

differences among sub-groups of Native Americans is of paramount importance

in the development and implementation of educational programs which serve

them. The following quotation illustrates the diverse circumstances of

selected groups of Native Americans who have sought improved educational

opportunity for their children:

The Mohawk people on the St. Regis Akwesasne Reservation
in New York did not seek recognition under the Indian Reorgan-
ization Act of 1934. For the tribe of approximately 6,000
people, the St. Regis Reservation is a state, rather than
federal, reservation. The reservation area is divided between
the United States and Canada and the status of the Jay Treaty
which defined relations during the colonial period is
unclear. Mohawk children receive educational services under
the auspices of the Province of Ontario, the Pr vince of
Quebec, and the State of New York.

The Miccosukee Tribe in Florida has only 230 members
and is recognized by the Federal Government for the provi-
sion of some social services. The Miccosukee people commun-
icate in their native language and evidence little assimila-
tion as compared to the Mohawk people just described. This
small tribe has already assumed local control of education
through a contract with the bureau of Indian Affairs to operate
an ungraded elementary school, serving approximately 40 pupils,
which was built and formerly operated as a federal Indian school.



Approximately one-third of the estimated 35,000 Native
people in Minnesota live in the Twin City metropolitan area
of St. Paul and Minneapolis (fourth largest concentration
of urban Native Americans in the United States). These
Native people come from many tribal backgrounds. Their
most commonly-shared experiences come from being part of
the movement of Native people to urban areas. In response
to common problems, a number of Native organizations have
been formed. The Native people tend to liVe in concentra-
tions within the inner city. With the exception of an
attempt by the American Indian Movement (AIM) to operate
a free school, Native children are required to attend
public schools in which they are truly minority groups.

The Navajo Reservation has a population of approxi-
mately 130,000 people and is the largest reservation in the
United States, extending into the states of Arizona, New
Mexico, and Utah. The Navajo Tribe has established programs
for managing its own affairs, including education. Its
geographic isolation has preserved its native language and
a strong sense of tribal identity. Through their own
tribal organization and political expertise, a number of
educational innovations and variations include the Rough
Rock School, operated by a truly local board of education
and the Navajo Community (Junior) College. Large numbers
of Navajo children are still served by federal day and
boarding schools and by public schools.

The Tlingit and Haida Tribes of Southeast Alaska have
approximately 11,000 members, scattered in about 24 geo-
graphically-isolated coastal towns and villages. A new
and unique factor in the tribal life of the Tlingits and
Haidas is the formation of the Sealaska Corporation. The
Southeast Native Regional Organization was created in response
to the passage of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.
The formation of the Sealaska Corporation will enable the
Tlingit and Haida tribes to make a regional response to
education and other affairs and to project the Tlingits
and Haidas into a more effective and professional relation-
ship with the economic and social forces that shape their
lives. . . Today Tlingit and Haida children attend a state-
operated school, a BIA boarding school, one BIA day school,
and a number of community public schools. .

The Manden, Arikara, and Hidatsu Tribes, with a total
population of 4,437, have approximately 2,750 members living
on the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota. In 1960,
the educational median level measured at the seventh grade,
and by 1972, the median increased to the tenth-grade level.
Known as the Three Affiliated Tribes, they have been
actively interested in the education of their children.
During the last four years, approximately ninety percent
of the high school graduates have entered college and voca-
tional schools; and during the same period, they have



maintained one of the largest percentages of indieo college

graduates in the northern plains area. This is not to say
that the drop-out problem has been solved, but their educa-
tional progress has been achieved in spite of unfortunate
past circumstances caused by the construction of the
Garrison Dam. The dam project brought an inundation of
tribal lands and homes, causing families and communities
to move to higher ground and become scattered and permanently
removed from historical landmarks and traditional ties to
legendary sites. The children attend schools on and near
the reservations and three Bureau schools. Parents are
serving officially on school boards and on advisory committees
required by JOM and Title I programs. Inasmuch as there are
no boarding school facilities on the reservation, an exten-
sive bus sYstem has been necessary. The Tribal Business
Council has supported and sought educational programs that
will continue to educate their children, since they clearly
recognize that education is the key to continued progress
of their people and the development of their land and
natural resources.

The term "Five Civilized Tribes of Oklahoma," desig-
nating the Chickasaw, Choctaw, Cherokee, Creek, and
Seminole, has been in continuous use since 1876, when the
United States Congres3 and the Office of Indian Affairs
referred to them as such because, by that date, they had
made remarkable advancements toward civilized life and
customs. For almost three-quarters of a century, the Five
Civilized Tribes had lived in Indian Territory (now Oklahoma),
after forced removal from Southeastern United States, as
sovereign nations. Each had its own legislative, judicial,
and executive branches of government and impressive capitol
buildings.

With the advent of statehood in 1907, the Five Civilized
Tribes gave up their sovereign tribal governments and became
full citizens of Oklahoma. The administration of*ribal
affairs and government of the Five Civilized Tribes was
carried out by the Principal Chief or Governor, who was
appointed by the President of the United States until 1970,
when all of the tribes held popular elections.

The Five Civilized Tribes now live in 42 counties of
eastern and southern Oklahoma. The cultural status of tribal
members ranges from persons who are highly edUcated and
possess assimilated culture comparable to the most advanced
non-Indians of the area, to those who are wholly uneducated
and living at a very low level of existence. This is due
primarily to lack of training which would prepare them for
better employment opportunities and thereby permit them to
improve their social and economic status. Along with the
poverty is often found the language handicap, illiteracy,



bad health conditions, and other elements of minority
adjustments which have left Indian communities socially
and economically behind. Before, the Five Civilized Tribes
were noted for their excellent tribal educational systems
and schools, which were established as early as the 1830's;
however, in 1907, these were turned over to the State and
Indians have not kept pace with the non-Indians.

Today, approximately 90 percent of the Indian students
living in the Five Civilized Tribes area are attending pub-
lic schools. There are two Federal Indian Board Schools ,

and three peripheral dormitories located in the area. . . 0

These brief sketches of Native American communities in diverse areas

of the United States barely begin to describe the diversity in circum-

stances and culture among Native people. It cannot be overemphasized that

those responsible for curriculum and special program development for

Native Americans must be aware of this diversity, which should appropriately

be taken into account at local level.

2. ilancygg...sistir...ivarirNativeAmericallderees. The

discussion of Native language is really an extension of the preceding

point about diversity. However, language and communication are so essential

to the educational process that this area requires particular attention.

The Native language problem complicates educational procedures in

at least two ways: (A) in a given tribal reservation setting, some

children may learn the Native language first, some are bilingual, and

others learn only English; and (B) learning a Native language appears to

displace both vocabulary and concept development in English for many

Native American children. The data in Table I, from the National Indian

6Special Education Subcommittee of the National Council on Indian
Opportunity, 1:1111 Antell, Chairman, Between Two Milestones, The First
Report to the President of the United States (The Subcommittee, 1972)
pp. 29-34.
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Indian Education Library Study, indicate the extent of Native language

usage among samples of adults, students, and teachers from Native

American communities.

The data in Table I indicate the nature of the educational problem

relating to Native languages in three sample communities. It is inter-

esting to note the relatively-high proportion of adults in each sample

who spoke the Native language, and that this percentage declined some-

what among elementary pupils and to a considerable extent among secondary

students. These data suggested an inverse relationship between facility

in Native language and persistence in school.

The big question facing educators with responsibilities for

planning curriculums or programs for Native Americans is, "How does one

deal with the Native language situation?" The best work on this problem

to date has been done by the Center for Applied Linguistics. In a

setting of other recomMendations'supporting local control of schools

serving Native Americans, the Center made these recommendations concern-

ing Native languages:

Recommendation 2.
Final decisions about the implementation of language

po!icies should be made by Indian tribes as directed by
Indian parents, not by the BIA or other external authority.

Recdmmend:Icion 3.
77-71-gelanguage of the home should be the language

of beginning instruction, and special attention should be
given to developing the English language skills of all
children.

Recommendation 3.2.
When children enter school fluent in both the ancestral

language and standard English, the local Indian educational
authority should decide the role that each language should
play in the child's school life.
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TABLE I

PERCENT OF NATIVE AMERICAN RESPONDENTS
INDICATING SPEAKING PROFICIENCY IN

NATIVE LANGUAGES IN THREE
NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITIES/

Native American Community and Language

Age Group Standing Rock Rough Rock Awkesasne
and Teachers Dakota) (Navajo {Mohawk)

Elementary
Pupils 57 84 N.A.

Secondary
Students 37 51 28

Adult 79 83

Elementary
Teachers N.A.a 58

Secondary
Teachers N.A,b 42

N.A. Not available.

aThree (or seven percent) of the elementary teachers were of Native
American ancestry;

bNone of the secondary teachers was of Native American ancestry.

. ]National Indian Education Association Library Project, Will Antell,
Project Director, Designs for Library Services (University of Minnesota:
Bureau of Field Studies and surveys, 1972).
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Recommendation 3.5.
Beginners classes, which retain students for one year

before entering first grade, should be abolished and kinder-
garten programs, linguistically and culturally appropriate to
local needs, instituted wherever possible.

Recommendation 3.6.
When a student enters school speaking a non-standard,

local variant of English, teachers should take care to adopt
an accepting attitude toward the child's language and learn
to build on the linguistic resources he brings to school.

Recommendation 3.7.
Attention should be given to enriching the English language

skills of all children in BIA schools.

Recommendation 3.8.

---There children enter school speaking only standard
English, the standard English curriculum of the area should
be adapted tomeet the cultural needs of the children.

Recommendation 5.1.
A new position, that of language development specialist,

should be created and individuals hired for this position should
be assigned to work directly in the schools.

Recommendation 6.1.
It should be mandatory for teachers and supervisory

personnel involved in bilingual, kindergarten, or Head Start
programs to be fluent in the Indian language being used for
instruction.8

Implementing these recommendations for all Native American students

represents a major challenge. The difficulty is reduced somewhat by the

theme of local parental and tribal involvement which runs throughout.

Local support makes the goals far more achievable. Problems still exist,

however. The language problems in schools serving Native Americans from

many tribes would be extremely difficult. Perhaps this is another message

to close the large area boarding schools. The problem needs further study

in urban or public school settings where children from many tribal

8

Center for Applied Linguistics, Recommendations for Language Policy
in Indian Education (The Center: 1973) pp. 3-14.
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backgrounds are served. The important point to be emphasized is that the

Native lan ua a factor cannot be i nored in educational lannin for Native

Americans.

3. Native American communities have ex ectations of involvement

trucluationalplanning.. This understanding is essential to successful

curriculum or program development. It is so basic that it could be

restated, "Curriculum or educational program plans for Native American

students must be developed through involvement at the local level."

Treaties and statements by Native American leaders have, with few exceptions,

afforded a high value to education. This value for education or knowledge

as an abstraction has not, however, been extended to formal schooling in

the establishment structure.

One does not have to search far among Native Americans to hear

accounts of what the boarding school experience meant to children and

parents. Many Native Americans can recall the fear, anguish, and loneli-

ness associated with leaving their parents and going to a boarding school

dormitory while they wee':: elementary-age children. Parents did not want

their children to leave, but they were helpless against the system. No

wonder they would sometimes hide their own and other children when they ran

away from school.

During and after the United States' takeover of tribal land, formal

schooling was used as a means of destroying Native American cultures. The

boarding schools effectively removed children from their parents, their

communities, their language, and their ceremonies. It is a matter of

public record that through schooling Native American "savages" should

become "civilized." This public policy assumed that the government had a

right to impart school-learned behavior which would change the lifestyle,

the culture, of the next generation of Native Americans.
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The policy of changing Native American culture through formal

schooling was successful only to the extent that social disruption consti-

tutes acceptable change. Against this background and because of it, Native

Americahs longed for the time when they would have a real voice in the

policy-making and planning for the education of their children.

Less than a year after the report of the Special U.S. Senate Sub-

committee on Indian Education was issued, an important policy statement,

the Presidential Message of July 8, 1970, proposed "self-determinatiqn

without termination" for Native American communities. Both the enthusiasm

and the hesitancy felt by Native Americans are expressed in this excerpt

from the Special Education Subcommittee Report:

The Presidential Message of July 8, 1970 represents an
historical milestone in the affairs of Native people. It
acknowledged both the Federal Government's special obligation
to Native people and a right of Native people to guide their
own destiny. Self-determination is the new policy for Native
education proposed to Congress by the Executive Branch of the
Federal Government. This proposed policy has been enthusi-
astically received by many Native people because it promises
alleviation of educational hardships endured by Native chil-
dren in federal and public schools. It brings to these
Native people a new hope that educational opportunity will
become adequate and relevant for their children through their
assumption of control. The members of the Subcommittee share
in the enthusiasm for self-determination in the affairs of
Native people, but are concerned that the new hope for educa-
tional opportunity among Native people will not lead to new
despair over differences between promise and practice.

Curriculum and program planners and developers should also be aware

that this new federal policy was to be implemented through (A) the formation

of local Native American boards of education to assume control of federal

schools on or near reservations, and (B) the contracting of Johnson-O'Malley

money directly with tribes, instead of state departments of education, where

Native American children were served by public schools.

9
Special Education Subcommittee of NCIO Report, pp. 23-24.
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The failure of the traditional approaches to education for Native

American children and the promise of the new federal policy statement have

resulted in a number of organizations and activities to support local con-

trol. Among the organizations are the National Indian Education Associa-

tion, the Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards, the Navajo Department

of Education, and many similar local or regional educational organizations

and activities. The other activities includO a number of conferences and

workshops dealing directly with the problems and responsibilities associated

with locally-controlled educational opportunity for Native American children.

The point to be emphasized here is that people in Native American

communities expect local involvement in educational planning and program

development. They know that this is the only way to meet the requirements

of diversity, 1:Aguage, and local needs or aspirations. Educators developing

programs for Native Americans must not do it alone or far away, physically or

organizationally.

The question is frequently asked, "What do Indian people want the

schools to do for their children?" Native American individuals are often

called upon to speak for all Native people on this question. A recent Bureau

of Indian Affairs (BIA) study provides some interesting data on this question

and is quoted in full:

The following presents a rank order of the questionnaire
items which is based on the strength or extent to which Indian
people "agree" with the item. The ranking of the items is
based on the total sample of 577 which includes parents,
school board members, and tribal leaders: The first item
presented is the educational goal that received the most agree-
ment out of a total of 52 items. The percentage figure
reflects the combined agreement of the "strongly agree" and
"agree" points on the scale of the questionnaire.

1. (97%) Provide training for students desiring to enter
special schools and institutions of higher learning.

2. (95%) Develop understanding and practices which will
assure optimum health.
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(94%) Make available financial aid and other assistanu
to qualified students seeking advanced training, be
it college or vocational.

(94%) Develop In Indian students basic academic skills.

5. (93%) Give students an understanding of the social and
economic world and to help them secure improved
standards of living.

(93%) Provide vocational training which will qualify youth
for gainful employment on or off the reservation or
village.

(91%) Develop materials and teaching aids.

(90%) Provide guides for planning and conducting local
school programs based on the needsof students.

9. (90%) Provide opportunities for professional growth of
employees through inservice training, conferences,
seminars, workshops, meetinos,advanced courses.

10. (90%) There should be education programs in the BIA that
are designed to meet the special education needs
of physically/and or emotionally handicapped chil-
dren and youth.

11. (89%) Make a special effort to reduce the high school
dropout and increase the number of Indian youth who
graduate from high school.

12. (89%) Carry out an effective program for students in Fed-
eral schools designed to prepare Indians for
successful living on and off reservations.

13. (89%) Provide technical consultation in guidance, health
education, home living, and other fields.

14. (89%) Cooperate with parent-teacher associations and local
organizations in securing acceptance by Indians of
responsibility for regular attendance.

15. (89%) Promote the Ilducation of Indian people so that they
become qualified to work in schools which enroll
Indian students.

16. (88%) To enable adults, by literacy training, to secure
new or better jobs, qualify for vocational training,
or enter a college degree program.

17. (88%) To provide learning experiences needed locally (consumer
education, home management, defensive driving, arts,
crafts), in order to function more effectively.
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18. (88%) There should be education programs in the BIA that
are designed to meet the special needs of the
intellectually-exceptional Indian children and
youth.

19. (87%) Secure regular school attendance of all Indian
student's until they graduate.

20. (87%) Be programmed to meet all the basic human needs of
each student.

21.' (86%) Secure for all Indian students the educational oppor-
tunities provided for oth( itizens through our
system of public education

22. (85%) All Indian youth and children should possess some
vocational skill and at the same time should gain
academic competence enough to provide them skills
for participation as citizens in the American
democracy.

23. (84%) The basic goal in education for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs is to assure adequate educational opportun-
ities for all Indian children of one-fourth or more
degree of Indian blood within the continental United
States and Alaska.

24. (84%) To provide literacy training opportunities to all
Indian adults in Adult Basic Education (Below a
5th Grade Education) and General Education Development
(High School Equivalency).

25. (83%) Secure construction of needed school plants for the BIA.

26. (83%) Develop on the part of Indian groups, State and local
school officials recognition and acceptance of their
full responsibilities for the education of Indians.

27. (83%) Include information regarding the various cultures in
the school curriculum.

28. (83%) Appraise periodically tne need for boarding schools.

29. (81%) Retain the valuable elements of Indian life and to
strengthen the pride of Indian groups and the recogni-
tioa by non-Indians as to the contribution of the Indian.,
heritage to the national life.

30. (81%) Indian youth and children should ue entitled to an
education from nursery through graduate school without
financial barriers and limited only by the desire to
learn and ability to take in such an education.
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31. (80%) Provide temporary facilities to meet emergency situa-
tions.

32. (78%) Cooperate with officials in securing enforcement of
applicable attendance laws when other means fail.

33. (78%) Have Indian students and youth achieve academically
on a par with all students in the nation.

34. (76%) Secure the active participation of local Indians,
employees and public school officials and patrons in
all phases of the transfer and subsequent operation
of the school.

35. (74%) Provide for research and surveys.

36. (70%) Prepare a program which transfers legal .authority for
school operations to Indian school boards.' This would
aim at the transition of advisory school boards to
boards of education with legal authority.

37. (69%) Provide financial aid to qualifying public schools.

38. (69%) BIA off-reservation boarding schools should not be
special purpose institutions. Rather, each should
try to meet the needs of any student who is enrolled

.in the school.

39. (69%) BIA off-reservation boarding schools should be special
purpose institutions with some of them providing voca-
tional education, some college preparatory, some for
special education, or some for the juvenile delinquent.

40. (69%) Take specific actions to involve Indian people in
strengthening tribal government--including increased
transfer of Federal programs to Indian control and
increased percentage of Indians attending Indian-con-
trolled schools.

41. (67%) Initiate other less-traditional arrangements for pro-
viding educational opportunities for students in isolated
family units, including small high schools and boarding
home arrangements.

42. (67%) Have Indian students achieve academically on a par
with all Indian students in the nation.

43. (67%) Be programmed for learning of the kind that should take
place in the student's own home.

44. (65%) Interpret Indian cultural values to non-Indian groups.
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45. (61%) Identify needed public school construction for
locations that qualify under P.L. 815.-

46. (61%) All Indian youth should graduate from college and
become employed in a profession.

47. (52%) Assure adequate educational programs in public
schools.

48. (49%) Accept applicants for boarding schools on the basis
of established criteria and admit only those for
whom adequate provision cannot otherwise be made.

49. (45%) Transfer of the operation of Federal schools and
school plants to tribal groups through orderly
procedures.

50. (38%) Be a place providing custodial care only - -let the
learning take place in the students' own homes when
they are there.

51. (34%) Transfer the operation of Federal schools and school
plants to public school districts through orderly
procedures.

52. (28%) Close boarding schools which established criteria
indicate are no longer needed.lu

4. Native American communities are made up of real-life situations.

In the past, too many educators, who should have known better, have approached

Native American communities and their schools with memories of "construction

paper teepees" and other romantic remnants of elementary school social

studies units. Native American people are proud of their heritage and

celebrate traditional ceremonies, but they do not live in the past.

The problems faced by Native Americans in education and other areas

of life are the real problems and conditions that exist now. Native Ameri-

cans are fully aware of problems such as unemployment, health deficiencies,

alcoholism, crime, and family disunity. They are typically ready to accept

help from those who understand and extend a sincere desire to help. Native

10
IERC Bulletin, Bureau of Indian Affairs Mimeographed Bulletin.,

pp. 9 -12.
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Americans have become justifiably suspicious and resentful of people who

perceive their difficult ls as a resource or opportunity for exploitation.

A good example of this feeling is their reaction to much of the research

that has been done.

The "knowledge for its own sake" mode may satisfy the canons of

scholarship traditions in Western thought, but does little to help the Native

Americans who live in or near poverty in rural areas and urban slums. The

resentment is not against research or data gathering per se, but against

"scholars" who seek academic credentials and reputations by collecting and

reporting data about "Indians." This attitude is best described by a

Plains Indian who said, "There have been a lot of people around from the

colleges who wanted to talk to Grandma, but nothing ever came from any of it."

The educator working at the local level needs to be fully aware that

Native American communities are not quiet, idyllic vestiges of the past.

They are live, dynamic places where social, political, and economic forces

are at work. There are differences in wealth, influence, and power among

the people as in any other community. Local politics can be as intense in

Native American communities as anywhere else. The point to be emphasized

here is that the educational planner must recognize Native American communi-

ties for what they are and utilize local leadership potential in formulating

goals and implementing programs.

5. When programs are developed, they must have realistic and tangible

performance expectations. Native American people have heard many promises

about education. Often, these promises were put into proposals that brought

in federal or foundation money, but provided little in improved educational

performance among the children. Native American parents want their children

to learn to read, write, count, and display other evidence of academic

success. Their expressed goals of education for their children are not
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unlike those of other parents in the total society, but they do not always

possess the skills or resources for helping their children achieve these

goals.

Schools in the United States have developed a general credibility

problem and a special credibility problem with Native Americans. In efforts

to please politically or to obtain financial support, schools have broadened

their goal statements to include objectives they are not equipped to achieve

single-handedly. The schools have been drawn into the war on poverty,

racial integration, sex education, drug education, and other areas under

circumstances that have caused large segments of the general population,

including Native American communities, to doubt their effectiveness as a

social institution. Special curriculums or programs must be accountable

for results.

It is the opinion of this writer that Native American student

achievement should be on a par with non-Native student achievement in a

. specified population or sub-population. In other words, the school should

be held professionally responsible for Native American students learning

academic skills and participating in co-curricular activities in the same

measure as non-Natives. The school's legitimate responsibility is to teach

knowledge and skills which can be of use in community development and are

marketable in the larger society for Native American students who exercise

their choice of leaving the reservation.

If this performance standard was accepted by local parents, they must

participate in the selection of the comparison group. The performance

standard could consist of state norms, national norms, or the average per-

formance of non-Native students in the school or in surrounding district:.

The general goal statements must be specific, measurable, and readily
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understood. For example; if the performance. expectations were stated in

terms of equality with non-Native students, the performance outcomes or

standards might be stated for each grade level as follows:

A. Kinder arten
The proportion of five-year-old Indian pupils on the
school census wno are enrolled in kindergarten should
be approximately equal to the proportion of five-year-
old non - Indians on the school census who are enrolled
in kindergarten.

) The average daily attendance of Indian pupils enrolled
in kindergarten should be approximately equal to average
daily attendance of non-Indian pupils enrolled in kinder-
Often.

3) The proportion of Indian pupils enrolled in kindergarten
reporting pre-school medical and dental examinations
should be approximately equal to non-Indian pupils
enrolled in kindergarten reporting pre-school medical
and dental examinations.

B. Grade 1
TrThi average daily attendance of Indian pupils enrolled

in grade 1 should be a )roxiMately equal to the average
daily attendance of nn-Indian pupils enrolled in grade 1.

2) The average reading a dlievement of Indian pupils enrolled
in grade I should be Ipproximately equal to the average
reading achievement 4i: non-Indian pupils enrolled in
grade 1.

) The basic mathematical achievement of Indian pupils
enrolled in grade 1 should be approximately equal to the
basic mathemtical achievement of non-Indian pupils
enrolled in grade 1.

L. Grade 11
1) The average daily attendance of Indian students enrolled

in grade 11 should be approximately equal to average daily
attendance of non-Indian students enrolled in grade 11.

2) The average reading achievement of Indian students enrolled
in grade 11 should be approximately equal to average reading
achievement of non-Indian students enrolled in grade 11.

3) The average social studies achievement of Indian students
enrolled in grade 11 should be approximately equal to average
social studies achievement of non-Indians enrolled in grade
11.

4) The average science achievement of Indian students enrolled
in grade 11 should be approximately equal to average science
achievement of non-Indians enrolled in grade 11.

5) The average English achievement of Indian students should
be'approximately equal to the average English achievement
of non-Indians enrolled in grade 11.
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The average quantitative thinking of Indian students
enrolled in grade 11 should be approximately equal to
average quantitative thinking development of non-Indian
students enrolled in grade 11.

) The proportion of male Indian students enrolled in
grade 11 participating in athletic activities (football,
basketball, westling, or track) should be approximately
equal to the Proportion of male non-Indian students
enrolled in grade 11 participating in athletic activities.

) The proportion of Indian students enrolled in grade 11
participating in music (band and chorus) should be approx
imately equal to the proportion of non-Indian students
enrolled in grade 11 participating in music.
The proportion of Indian students enrolled in grade 11
participating in speech and dramatic activities should
be approximately equal to the proportio of non-Indian
students enrolled in grade 11. . . . II

Goals of this type can be readily stated in performance terms, are

logically and appropriately within the function of the school, and can be

readily adapted to a local community setting.

These understandings are basic: (A) Native Americans are diverse

peoples; (B) Native languaga usage varies from one community to another;

(C) Native Americans want and expect-local control and participation in

school policy. formation; (0) Native communities are not romantic villages,

but aggregates of people dealing with real socioeconomic problems; and

(E) schools and programs serving Native American children must show results.

With these understandings in mind, we can take a more meaningful look at

culture,' psychological characteristics, and socioeconomic status in rela.-

tion to formal education.

11 Wi11 Antell, A Model for the Distribution of Johnson-O'Malley Funds
Based on Educational Needs (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Minnesota,
1973) pp. 57-58, 63-64.



CHAPTER III

THE CULTURE ISSUE

Culture is defined in this paper as the totality of social institu-

tions, knowledge, customs, skills, and expressive arts of a group of people

at a given period of time. From the basic understanding of Native Ameri-

can diversity, it follows that there is no "Indian culture," but there are

in fact many Native American cultures, each associated with a particular

tribal heritage. The definition employed here is also important because

of its limitation to "a group of people at a given period of time." This

limitation is worthy of discussion because it provides a key to the distinc-

tion which is sometimes made between "traditional" and "contemporary"

Native American culture.

Confusion an lack of precise definition of the traditional-versus-

contemporary culture issue exist in Native American and other communities.

Dealing adequately with the substance of Native American cultures, or even

with the substance of one of them, is far beyond the scope of this paper.

Instead, discussion will center about culture as a phenomenon or a concept

in terms that may prove useful to educational curriculum or program

planners and developers.

Before we can deal directly with the traditional-contemporary culture

issue, another concept concerning culture must be emphasized. Cultum is

dynamic; it is always changing. Social institutions such as the family,

kinship, religion, education, and others represent commonly-accepted

responses to universal problems unique to a particular tribe or group of

people at a particular period in time.

25
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As the environment and social problems gradually changed, social insti-

tutions also changed gradually from one generation to the next. A part of

each generation's culture is its knowledge and inheritance from the past.

During periods of little social and physical environmental change, the

cultures remained relatively stable and their forms persisted long enough

to be regarded as "traditional." However, those institutions which per-

sisted long enough to become traditional were also subjected to moderate,

if insignificant, change. The introduction of the horse and firearms are

examples of environmental factors that had considerable impact in changing

the culture or lifestyles of many tribal groups.

The force with the greatest impact on Native American cultures was the

rapid westward expansion of European colonials. In a rather short period

of time, the social and physical environments of nearly all Native American

tribes change! dramatically. Lands which,Native Americans perceived as

their birthright to use for life-support were taken away, leaders were

killed or their leadership role denied, tribal groups were relocated or

confined to large prisoner-of-war camps called "reservations."

The social environment of Native Americans was also changed dramatic-

ally during this period. The tribal sovereignty they enjoyed before was

disregarded and the institution of tribal self-government was replaced by

an outside Bureau of Indian Affairs. Until the early twentieth century,

most Native Americans had no legal citizenship status. The loss of land

and food resources, such as the buffalo, reduced them from self-sufficient

family and kinship groups to an aggregate of dependent people for whom the

previous institutions of interpersonal relationships were no longer func-

tional The dependency or "blanket Indian" syndrome led to the breakdown

of Native American family patterns.
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The institution of education was changed from one of social appren-

ticeship in the local community to one of formal schooling, far removed from

family and community. The traditions, language, arts, and customs of the

Native Americans were not respected by the dominant society. To be "Indian,"

any "Indian," was to be inferior, untrustworthy, and uncivilized.

Culture, as defined, is a changing phenomenon, descriptive of a

particular group of people at a given time. The culture of the two or

three generations of Native Americans who lived during the westward expan-

sion period had severe adjustments to make. New institutions, knowledge,

and behavior patterns or customs were suddenly required to deal with the

destruction of tribal self-government, the loss of food sources, the denial

of freedom to move about, and the forCed control of a foreign governing

agency.

The changes or adaptations which the Native American cultures made, are

referred to collectively as "assimilation" or "degree of assimilation." The

"traditional cultures" of Native Americans are really remnants of their

lifestyles prior to the European westward expansion and have undergone

slight-to-moderate change. These remnant customs have taken on symbolic

meaning and are an important source of identity for many Native Americans.

Curriculum and program developers must recognize that the degree of

assimilation is another element of Native American diversity. Those Native

American tribes closest to centers of European colonial population or whose

lands were desired for economic development (a more acceptable word than

exploitation) were subjected to the greatest change pressures. These tribes

were primarily the ones that suffered forced relocation and other social

upheavals. In some areas, such as parts of the Southwest, Native Americans

were subjected to less severe change forces. As a result, when dealing with
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traditional Native American culture, the educator faces a continuum of con-

temporary cultures, with extremes ranging from lifestyles quite similar to

what they were over a hundred years ago to lifestyles almost totally Inte-

grated with the contemporary industrial society.

Contemporary Native American cultures are the ways that community

groups of Native Americans live today. The Special Education Subcommittee

of the NCIO called attention to the need to recognize the changing nature of

Native communities:

Beyond the family, the local community becomes the basic
unit of social organization. In spite of the problems in defining
communities, there was an agreement that the local community is
essential to the way of Native life. Communities are more than
places. They consist of aggregates of human relationships and
interdependencies. In societies of all eras, natural communities
have been identified and officially recognized. . . . In

American and Alaskan Native nations, tribes, clans, bands,
villages, and ,other units emerged as recognized communities.

Patterns of economic development and migration in the
United States have caused the birth or revitalization of some
communities and the decline or disappearance of others. With
the exception of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, the
Federal Government has made no attempt to officially recognize
Native communities other than those tribal groups which existed
during the 18th and 19th century period of European coloniza-
tion and western expansion. . . . Many groups of Native people
are true communities, even though their history cannot be traced
to a federal treaty, statute, or to incorporation under the
Indian Reorganization Act. . . . Native people who move to urban
areas either of their own accord or under the auspices of
government relocation programs can constitute a "Native commun-
ity" when they form organizations to maintain cultural tradi-
tions or advance common interests. Likewise, a "Native commun-
ity" can exist under the circumstances of the terminated
Menominee people, in spite of the fact thot they no longer have
tax exempt status for their lands. . . . 12

The lifestyles or cultures in contemporary Native American communities

involve the totality of social institutions, knowledge, skills, customs, and

"Special Education Subcommittee of the NCIO Report, pp. 27-28.
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artistic expression of a group of Native Americans living today. The des-

cription would have to embrace family relationships, child-rearing practices,

religion, government, law enforcement, work, education, and a host of other

variables.

One important facet of total contemporary Native American cultures is

their place on the continuum of traditional culture described earlier. The

role that tradition plays in contemporary Native American life is a signifi-

cant variable. For the curriculum or educational program planner to appreciate

the differences in traditional culture and degree of assimilation in contempor-

ary culture, he or she would have to live with Native Americans for awhile

in places like Second Mesa, Arizona; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Pine Ridge, South

Dakota; and Akwesasne, New York.

Such a living experience would provide a great deal more appreciation

of the varied roles of traditional culture. It could produce an even more

important awareness of the diversity of contemporary cultures of Native

Americans as components or subcultures of the total national culture, if

indeed there is a "national" culture. These definitions of culture and

traditional-versus-contemporary culture are lengthy because they explain as

well as define. In summary, contemporary Native American cultures are now;

traditional Native American cultures are historically-based elements in

contemporary culture, of varying scope and depending on local circumstances.

Once the educational planner is sufficiently aware of Native American

cultures, how can he deal with them in formal school curriculums? This

paper will consider that question by (A) pointing out some cautions about

a current educational trend, and (B) proposing a general educational

planning approach.
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The current educational trend in the Native American culture area is

the emergence of "Indian studies" programs. When asked his impressions of

Indian studies programs at a major university, a Native American graduate

student replied, "It's okay, but it's really more for white men -- not

Indians." Making non-Natives aware of Native American history and traditions

is an important step in inter-racial understanding, and programs to accom-

plish this should be endorsed (but not financially supported) by Native

American communities. However, educational institutions at any level must

not be allowed to feel that they have discharged their educational obligations

to Native people through the institution of an "Indian studies" program.

Too often, well-intentioned, but inadequately-informed planners or

developers, would build "Indian studies" programs into elementary and

secondary curriculums to "meet the needs" of Native American students.

Program justifications involve buzz-word phrases, like "meeting needs,"

which have appeal but are only superficially understood. Meeting the real

needs of Native Americans goes far beyond an over-generalized treatment of

their cultures in a pattern of formal schooling.

A digression from "culture" as a phenomenon to a consideration of

general "needs" of Native Americans is appropriate at this point. Formal

education is a need, but falls further down the list after the immediacies

of legal status in relation to land, mineral, and water rights, civil rights,

employment opportunity, housing, medical care, and professional help with

social problems, such as alcoholism, criminal justice, and broken homes.

The importance of education lies in its longer-range potential for

interrupting the poverty cycle and for providing Native American communities

with professionally-trained leaders and informed followers who have the

determination and the skill to help solve their own problems. This goal
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cannot be achieved by education alone, but it cannot be achieved at all

without relevant and purposeful education.

The mere inclusion of an "Indian studies" program, either as a separ-

ate course or as part of social studies, is not enough. In fact, adding an

"Indian Revel" flavor to existing school curriculums and delivery systems

may be illusory and more beneficial to the conscience of the dominant

society than to meeting the needs of Native Americans.

Typically, current efforts at curriculum development in school systems

that now recognize the existence of a local Native American community

start with the appointment of a Native American advisory committee and the

employment of Native American teacher aides. These early steps increase

attention to and respect for Native American traditions. Library collec-

tions of books and periodicals dealing with Native American affairs increase,

collections of artifacts appear here and there in the school buildings, and

the school establishment has tangible proof that it is not prejudiced

against "Indians."

These curricular developments are to be applauded, because for the

white man they represent a major breakthrough, but for Native Americans they

are not enough and may be irrelevant to the long-range solution of social

needs and problems facing Native American communities. Effective curriculum

development for Native Americans is dependent on respect for their cultures,

but more is needed.

?rogram developers serving Native Americans must be sensitive to culture,

but they must realize that the school is only one source of cultural learning

experiences. Curriculum and program developers should keep these points in

mind:

1. Native American students would acquire a culture, their own, even

if they did not attend school. The culture would be different, but no one
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lives in a cultural vacuum. The school has been and still remains a vehicle

for the transmission of the dominant culture, but it does not and cannot do

it alone. The family, the peer group, the church, and other institutions

play vital roles. The public school cannot legally and ethically deal with

intimate and personal issues and decisions about values, religion, and

morality -- matters very close to the heart of culture.

The most effective broad role of the school in the area of culture is

to teach tolerance and appreciation by example and simply accept and respect

diverse Native American cultures for what they are today. This change alone

would represent a dramatic departure from the traditional stereotypic and

disparaging treatments Native Americans have received in textbook develop-

ment. In short, don't get "up tight" trying to teach Native Americans how

to be "Indians;" there are other things that schools can do that will have

must greater long-term benefits.

2. Involve local Native Americans in curriculum and program develop-

ment, not just because they are "Indians" but because they are citizens and

parents with vital interests in their children. You will find that they have

greater concerns about the acceptance and progress of their children than

they have hangups about culture. If culture is an issue, they can help you.

Only a Native American who has been reared in a particular tribal setting is

capable of fully understanding and appreciating it. But rearing in the

local tribal culture is no guarantee that the individual can be analytical

or articulate about it. In brief, use local advisory committees, consultants,

and teacher aides to keep local school programs from becoming culturally

offensive, but expect them to participate as interested citizens and parents

rather than as professional educators or cultural anthropologists.
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3. If a curriculum developer is not a Native American or is a

Native American working for another tribe, he or she should make a deliberate

effort to learn about the local culture. The best way to learn is to develop

friendships and participate in activities. Reading can also be a source of

information, but however you learn, do it to alleviate your own ignorance

and not for teaching local Native Americans their culture.



CHAPTER IV

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSION

The increased awareness of Native Americans has had its psychological

dimensions. These dimensions cover a broad range of personal, largely

emotion-based aspects of what it feels like to have the "Indian experience."

When non-Natives think of the psychological effects of being "Indian,"

they usually focus the problems and tensions expressed in terms of the

dominant society values. There is no doubt that personal-psychological

problems abound in Native American communities. How could Native Americans

or any people exposed to the intense social changes of the westward expansion

respond without severe adjustment problems? The problems of identity crisis,

suicide, alcoholism, dependency, school drop-out, and others need the best

professional help and treatment. In approaching these problems through

education and other means, two extremely important points shoulder borne

in mind.

1. There are many positive psychological aspects of Native American

cultural experiences. Non-Native educators, social workers, psychologists,

and others approach Native American communities searching for and analyzing

problems in terms of the norms in the dominant society. Certainly they find

the problems, but there is something they miss. Nativa Americans find a

measure of inner strength and pride in being descendants of people who

suffered injustice and yet survived under the leadership of great and wise

men. Native Americans feel pride, as well as sadness, from the realization

that certain lands were the home of their ancestors for generations. There

is a source of pride and meaning in participating in traditional ceremonies.

35
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These inor feelings of Native Americans are not easily communicated, but

nourish the roots of a movement described as "the rebirth of tribalism"

and are generally missed, ignored, or misunderstood by non-Natives working

on the "Indian problem."

2. TherealscholoicalroblenLNeAmericansdidn'tust

lavecat21Iatcalhaen;thellberemediedintime. There are those who

believe that Native Americans have certain psychological traits or character-

istics because they are "Indian." There are those who have defined "Indians"

as people who, don't work, drink too much, have loose morals, live in tarpaper
2

shacks, etc. People who believe that undesirable psychological, effects are

normal among Native Americans cannot help them, regardless of their'anceStry.

But non-Natives who are sincere and who really understand these cause-and-

effect relationships can be of great help to Native American communities.

When Native Americans identify these sensitive people, they welcome their

assistance in economic development, social work, education, and other fields.

There is a growing amount of information available on the personal-

psychological circumstances of Native Americans. Dealing directly with

unemployment, family crises, alcoholism, suicide, and other social problems

with important psychological dimensions is not the responsibility of the

school. It would be fortunate if the school could solve these problems, but

they cannot do it alone in spite of the sweeping goal statements that are

made about "education for life."

But the school can make a significant contribution and should concen-

trate its efforts where it, can be most effective. In the area of psycho-

logical effects, the prime concern of the school should be adjustment to the

learning environment. The Native American student must feel accepted and

comfortable in the learning environment before any other educational objec-

tives can be achieved.
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It is in this area that those who plan, develop, and implement curric-

ulums or educational programs can make a most significant contribution.

They must have insights into the states of mind or feelings that cause

Native American students to be turned off by learning activities and to

withdraw from the school setting entirely. It is beyond the scope of this

paper to review the growing amount of literature related to the school

adjustment of Native American students. The most valuable studies go

beyond statistical descriptions of the symptoms and deal with causes.

Research studies concerned with dissatisfaction in school indicate

many reasons for poor adjustment. In a followup study of Native Americans

who dropped out of a rural midwest high school, drop-outs gave their reasons

for leaving in the rank order indicated:

1. No encouragement from parents to go to school,

2. Lack of cultural identity (with what went on in the school),

3. Insufficient or poor clothing,

4. Insensitive or indifferent teachers, and

5. Discrimination by other students.

The parents of these Native American drop-outs perceived the five most

important causative factors to be:

1. No religious training in the home,

2. Drinking by parents,

3. Broken home (parents divorced or separated, mother widowed, etc.),

4. No Indian teachers, counselors, or administrators in the system, and

5. Discrimination by other students.

Interestingly, school personnel identified the five most important

causes as:

1. No encouragement from parents to go to school,
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Lack of cultural identity (lack of positive self-image),

3. Broken home,

4. Peer pressure, and
13

5. Insensitive or indifferent teachers.

While the sample was small, it is an example of useful research because

it focuses intensively ( 1 one school community serving Native Amercans and

implies needed curricular or programmatic efforts to make Native American

students more comfortable with the learning environment.

Another study of Native American students who withdrew from an urban

high school provides insight into the more personal or psychological side of

Native American adjustment to school. The School-Academic Scale of the

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory and the Minnesota School Affect Assessment

Instrument were administered to twenty urban Native Americans attending a

special program sponsored by a Native American organization. The researcher

concluded in part:

The Chippewa Indian students in this study indicated a
generally negative perception of school climate. . . . The
students tended to perceive school as an oppressive experience.
They perceived it as a place that has too many rules; some
teachers who favor other students more than them; some teachers
show apathy toward students' personal feelings; brighter stu-
dents who receive too much attention while slower students do
not receive as much; and some teachers who do not desire to
assist every student to learn. The majority of students were
not proud of their school. They perceived a lack of personal
acquaintance among most of the students. They felt that if
they were good students, their lives would be happier. Although
the majority of students perceived themselves as expecting not
to do very well, in school, they felt they were just as impor-
tant in the school as any other student.14

13Chris Cavendar, "A Study of Community Attitudes in Regard to Why
Indian Students Drop Out of the Granite Falls High School," Problems and
Promises Indian Education Seminar Papers (Division of Educational Adminis-
tration, University of Minnesota, 1971) pp. 279-352.

14Duveen Keene, Self-Image and Student Perception of School Climate
Among _Urban Indian Students with High Drop-out Potential (Unpublished Master's
Paper, University of Minnesota, 1972) pp. 61-62.
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While the findings of these two studies cannot be generalized to all

Native American students and all educational settings, they illustrate the

type of localized research that needs to be done by curriculum planners and

developers. They also give some insight into the nature of the problems that

must be addressed in making Native Americans comfortable in the learning

environment. Curriculums and delivery strategies must take Native Ameri-

can lifestyles and cultures into account, always remembering that the

culture of poverty may be a major part of that lifestyle. Curriculum

developers must transcend the myths about competition and the public schools

being the prime source of social mobility. The program must strive to over-

come the educational disadvantages associated with lower socioeconomic

status.

Making the Native American student comfortable in the learning environ

ment is not an easy task, but many strategies are available. Selected

strategies which seem to hold the most promise include:

1. Home-school relations. The schools must always be in partner-

ship with the home. Parents directly and indirectly influence or reinforce

student attitudes toward school. Historically, schools have taken children

away from Native American parents. That direction must be dramatically

reversed and the parents must experience genuine personal involvement in the

schooling of their children. In some schools, home-school coordinators have

been effective. If is important, however, that the home-school coordinators

be more than attendance officers or Native American surrogates for officials

of the school establishment.

2. Coordination among social agencies. Frequently, the causes of

poor school performance or non-attendance are beyond the ability of the school

to control. Solutions to many of these problems require help and support of
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BIA or public social welfare agencies. Many times, social agencies are aware

of home situations or problems about which the school staff should be informed.

Coordination and professional cooperation must replace inter-agency competi-

tion and the hardening of professional conscience which sometimes occurs

when disadvantaged clients are involved.

3. Staff sensitivity. Teachers, counselors, and administrators need

to accept and appreciate the culture of the Native American experience.

Employing Native Americans as aides, but particularly as professionals, is

as good for the staff as it is for the student body. Without Native Ameri-

can professionals, it is too easy for the staff to perceive Indian education

as more of a source of special revenue than their special responsibility.

A word of caution is extremely important at this point. The mere fact that

a teacher or counselor is of Native American ancestry does not automatically

make him or her a good teacher for Native American students. Many Native

Americans who have "made it" ascribe their success to rugged self-determina-

tion. Their drill-sergeant formulas for success may have worked for them,

but the attitudes underlying rugged individualism seldom offer appropriate

approaches to Native American children and young adul4 .

4. Program content. Native Americans are understandably and justi-

fiably sensitive to the treatment their ancestors received. A growing amount

of research has shown that misconceptions, myths, inaccuracies, and stereo-

types about Native Americans are or have been common in the curriculums of

most schools. The words "savage," "lazy," "heathen" have a special sting

for Native Americans. From its own hearings and reviews of studies, the

Senate Subcommittee reported:

The manner in which Indians are treated in textbooks- -

one of the most powerful means by which our society transmits
ideas from generation to generation--typifies the misunder-
standing the American public as a whole has regarding the
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Indian, and indicates how misconceptions can become part of
a person's mindset; After examining more than'a hundred history
texts, one historian concluded that the American Indian has
been obliterated, defamed, disparaged,.and.disembodied. He
noted that they are often viewed as subhuman wild beasts in
the path of civilization, that "Indian menace" and "Indian
peril" and "savage barrier" are commonly found descriptions.
Other authors talk about the "idle, shiftless.savage" who
"was never so happy as when, in the dead of night, he roused
his sleeping enemies with an unearthly yell, and'massacred them
by the light of their burning homes." . . . The president of
the American Indian Historical Society told the Subcommittee,
"There is not one Indian child who has not come home in shame
and tears after one of those sessions in which he is taught
that his people ,were dirty, animal-like, something less than
human beings."Ip

After reviewing several current curriculum guides dealing with Native

Americans and pointing out their weaknesses in this area, one researcher con-

cluded:

People unaware of the problems of cross-cultural commun-
ication may regard the points discussed . . . as inconsequential.
. . . they may question aspects of the curriculum guides which
have been characterized as being degrading and generating negative
feelings about Indians. However, these "seemingly unimportant
issues" cause the most damage to the self concept of Indians.
Seemingly unimportant statements often communicate the exact,
feelings of the dominant culture to the Indian pupil. . . .10

We have enough data to recognize this problem; what is needed now is action.

5. Positive recognition of local Native American culture. Borrowing

authentic designs in logos, decoration, and design may seem like a simple

thing and really it is, but it constitutes an important and meaningful ges-

ture. Let the Native American participate in the selection.

6. Individualize instruction. Don't make Native Americans compete

in learning situations where they know they are destined to lose before they

15
Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education, p. 23.

16
Carol Dodge, "An Analysis of Curriculum Materials to Develop Guide-

lines for American Indian Resource Units in Elementary Schools," Problems and
Promises Indian Education Seminar Papers (Division of Educational Adminis-
tration, University of Minnesota, 1971) p. 385.
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start. The reward for learning should be something other than the satisfac-

tion of beating someone else. Teachers betray their professional trust when

they make position on the "normal curve" more important than subject-matter

mastery in terms of the reward system. If educators want to serve Native

Americans, their role must be to teach and not to sort.

7. Bilingual programs. Special programs are needed in communities

where Native Americans come to school from homes in which a Native language

is the only or the primary tongue. Bilingual materials need to be developed

so that the student can learn to communicate with "outsiders" and eventually

gain access to bodies of knowledge not translated into Native languages. The

need for bilingual programs is utilitarian -- to facilitate communications

with Native American children. The basic understanding and the Center for

Applied Linguistics recommendations, discussed in Chapter II, are relevant

to Native American student adjustment to the learning environment.

The strategies or programs listed above do not exhaust the possibilities.

The point is that Native Americans must be comfortable in the learning environ-

ment before they can achieve appropriate educational goals. There are things

that educational program developers can do to facilitate the adjustment.

Merely initiating a general "Indian studies" program is not enough.



CHAPTER V

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Making Native American students psychologically comfortable in school

is important, but it is not enough. While they attend school they must have

curriculums or programs to provide levels of knowledge and skill that will

make them socially, economically, and politicall.y self-sufficient and

effective. At this point, the distinction between traditional and contem-

porary culture becomes interrelated with educational programs. While tradi-

tional cultures have identity and time-frame values to Native Americans, they

are not appropriate for guiding the ehtire educational program.

Contemporary Native American cultures are much more relevant. A con-

temporary culture provides the best indicators of what the adult world may

be like for the Native American youths who are now in school. Contemporary

culture will be different tomorrow from what it is today, and education must

prepare people for change, rather than condition them to respond to predeter-

mined or assumed social conditions. This point about education is important

because contemporary Native American leaders want cultural change and are

planning for it.

Forward-looking Native Americans are seeking economic and social develop-

ment that would improve the quality of life in Native American communities.

They seek commercial and industrial development to provide employment

opportunity and better social services. The extent of this trend varies

from one community to another, depending on economic resources and local

political systems. But the wave of the future is with the progressive Native

43
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American leaders who recognize the importance of planned,. goal-oriented:

development programs. Effective education must gear to ana support these

progressive development programs.

An educational program with an alternative emphasis on traditional

remnants of Native American cultures could become too preoccupied with

leather tanning, beadwork, and basket making. These, and other traditional

arts and crafts, are fine for avocational or cultural purposes, but to

emphasize them in the midst of an industrial society is to invite continued

poverty and a diminishing share of the grosspational product.

The socioeconomic. status of Native Americans therefore becomes a major'

guidepost in the planning of curriculums and programs for them. Socio-

economic status is merely another name for quality of life. It is a relative

thing, made up of such indicators as nutrition housing, personal income,

health, education, employment, and incidence of various social problems.

Statistics on these various indicators are available from the federal.census

and other sources.

The challenge to education goes beyond quantifying and identifying the

problems. As important as these steps are, we must develop programs and

strategies that will cope with the problems and produce change. Educational

planners and developers need data from the local level. To point out some

of the socioeconomic indicators that ought to be local programmatic concerns,

the following selected items of information are cited:

1. The Native American population is increasing and is becoming more

and more urban. In 1970, there were 763,594 Native Americans living in the

United States, an increase of 51.4 percent over the 1960 count of 523,591.

This increase can be compared with a 13 percent growth for the total popula-

tion. Of all Native Americans, 31 percent or 340,367 lived in urban areas.
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Over half the Native American population lived in the five states of Arizona,

California, New Mexico, North Carolina, and Oklahomar These data indicate

that educational needs are increasing in relation to the numbers to be served.

2. In 1970, the median schooling for Native Americans over 25 years

of age was 9.8 years. Of this group, about one-third had completed high

school. These figures compare with a national median of 12.1 years of

schooling and 52.3 percent high school completion for the total population.18

Native American educational statistics have improved markedly since

1960, when only 20 percent had completed high school, but a great deal of work

remains to be done. A high school education has long been considered a require-

ment for initial employment in many areas and admission to vocational schools

and colleges. Until Native Americans are completing high school in at least

the same proportion as the total population, they will suffer a distinct

educational disadvantage.

3. Employment may be viewed as the sale of personal skills or

services. The 1970 Census indicated that 63.4 percent of Native American

males over 16 years of age were in the labor force, and their median income

was $3,509.19 These data reflect the total Native American population;

median income drops and unemployment rises in rural areas, where unemployment

rates may consistently run over 40 percent.

The importance of employment cannot be overemphasized. Without income

from employment, the Native American has no way to respond effectively to the

problems of health, housing, and other areas, and becomes dependent on

17
United States Department of Commerce, Subject Report: American

Indians (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973) p. 1.

18Ibid., p. 18.

19
Ibid., p. 27.
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government agencies. Without adequate income, families are not functional

social units in contemporary society. Native American family income had

extremely wide ranges; the median was $5,832, compared with $9,590 for the

population as a whole. Generally, the median family income was considerably

lower on reservations. These data present the basic educational challenge.

Native American students must be trained to support economic development

(but not exploitation), which will enable them to earn incomes sufficient to

maintain stable family life.

4. Educational planners need to know what kinds of work skills Native

Americans have. The numbers and percentages of all employed Native Americans

over 16 years old given below are listed by occupational groups: 20

Occupation Group Number Percent

Professional, technical and kindred workers 18,938 9.9

Managers and administrators 7,623 4.0

Sales workers 5,712 3.0

Clerical and kindred workers 25,132 13.2

Craftsmen, foreman, and kindred workers 27,303 14.4

Operatives, including transport 41,631 21.9

Laborers, except farm 16,318 8.6

Farmers and farm managers 3,084 1.6

Farm laborers 7,925 4.2

Service workers 31,448 16.5

Private household workers 5,119 2.7

Total male and female employed 190,233 100.0

2
°Ibid., p. 98.
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These data suggest that more Native Americans need to acquire skills

in the professional, technical, and managerial occupational. groups. This

need has been recognized, but not met, through federally-supported, graduate

training programs in law, school administration, and business. management.

More are needed. This problem is not exclusively an educational one, but

education is the key to solution. Native American communities lag in

development for several reasons: One, a lack of highly-trainediunpower;

another, the lack of capital. Without both capital and trained manpower,

the well-trained Native Americans must migrate to urban areas for income

producing opportunities.

5. Health problems, a major concern among Native Americans, seem to

he most directly related to their economic status and, therefore, indirectly

tied to education. Table 3-3 from Sorkin21 is quoted in part because of the

information and insight it provides. Educational programs can make Native

Americans more aware of the causes of these diseases and the facilities

available for treatment, and instill the desire for better health.

Table 3-3

Incidence Rates for Various Infectious Diseases,
Reservation Indians and All Races, 1965
(Annual rate per 100,000 population)

Disease Indians All Races

Tuberculosis 175.9 25.3

Syphilis 113.4 58.2

Dysentery 365.9 5.7

Strep Throat 2,189.1 203.9

Whooping Cough 17.8 3.5

Measles 761.3 135.1

Chickenpox 553.7 127.6

Mumps 291.6 108.7

Hepatitis 139.1 17.5

.21
Alan L. Sorkin, American Indians and Federal Aids (The Brookings

Institution, Washington, --b7C-.-,.7.§-'71) p. 55.
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6. Housing is a serious problem for Native Americans which the

school cannot solve directly, but can make a contribution as an involved

community agency. The interrelation of housing and health problems is

indicated by this survey report:

The principal cause of the high incidence of infectious
disease are the low socioeconomic status of reservation
Indians and deplorable housing. According to a 1966 survey,
75 percent of all reservation homes are substandard, with 50
percent so dilapidated as to be beyond repair. On the Navajo
Reservation, where nearly one-third of the nation's reserva-
tion Indians live, only 20 percent of the homes have running
water and adequate means of waste disposal and only 17 percent
have electricity. One-half of all the families use a
potentially-contaminated water source.ec

Further data could be cited to provide greater detail and to extend

the list of problems. Curriculum and educational program developers must

study existing data and collect more, particularly at the local level. The

socioeconomic data about Native Americans is important because it provides

the most valid justification for educational efforts. The school cannot solve

any of these problems directly, at least in the short run. The school can only

teach knowledge and skills so that pupils can contribute to the solutions of

these problems after they have left school.

High-sounding educational objectives are meaningless when their

formulators offer excuses like "cultural deprivation," "poor home environ-

ment," or "adverse socioeconomic status" for below-average academic achieve-

ment by Native Americans. Part of the real cause lies with the schools

themselves. But blame is not important. What is important is that the

schools make positive and innovative changes which enable their Native

American graduates to narrow or eliminate the gap between Native Americans

and other Americans on all indices of quality of life.

22
Ibid., p. 56.



CHAPTER VI

INTERACTION AND INNER-ACTION

Formal schooling for Native Americans is at a crossroads. It is

general knowledge that schools serving Native American students have failed,

not only to carry out loosely-stated achievement goals, but also to make

Native American students like those in the population at large. From exper-

ience, we have learned that a set pattern or organization of education

administered from the federal or state level is not the answer. Contemporary

Native American cultures require educational opportunity. Effective educa-

tional opportunity cannot come as prescriptions from learning laboratories,

but only as an understanding response to Native American cultures, the

psychological implications of being "Indian," and a realistic appraisal of

the socioeconomic status of Native Americans.

The understanding response must include awareness of Native American

diversity (including Native languages), of Native Americans' growing expecta-

tion of involvement in educational planning, the econ(mic and political

realities of day-to-day life in Native American communities, and of the urgent

need to produce desirable and measurable results. Based on these basic under-

standings, the following generalizations about effective curriculums or

educational programs occur from the interaction of traditional-contemporary

culture, the Native American state of mind, and current socioeconomic

status:

1. Effective curriculums or educational ro rams for Native Ameri-

cans will not and cannot be develo ed b one or even a few eo le workin

49
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alone or in isolation from the Native American communit . The idea of a federal

education employee, a state director of Native American education, or a curric-

ulum director in a local district developing an effective program for Native

Americans by himself is ridiculous. Perhaps he or she could outline an

"Indian studies " program, but it would very likely be another expression of

tokenism in education. Educators, responsible for program development at

state and local levels can provide an essential leadership and coordinate role.

They can bring together the resource persons who can provide the necessary

cultural, community, and professional educational inputs.

The program must be locally oriented to succeed. The goals and objec-

tives must be formulated in a cooperative process which generates commitment.

When objective data indicate that a program or strategy was not effective, it

must be allowed to change. In the past, schools have continued to implement

programs that have repeatedly proved of little value. When data indicate that

a particular goal for Native American students is not being achieved, a need

for special programs and additional resources has been identified.

Representatives of the Native American community need to be involved in

the planning of enrichment and alternative programs. Ideally, these represen-

tatives would be appraised of Native American performance on all stated

criteria. Their participation would produce suggestions for alternative

programmatic approaches and delivery systems, and. acceptance and support of

programs that are implemented.

In developing and implementing special or alternative programs, both the

school and the Native American community must recognize that much relevant

learning may have to take place outside of classroom settings. For improve-

ment in basic skills at the elementary school level, parents reading to chil-

dren, neighborhood study centers, and similar activities may be needed to
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extend or supplement the influence of the school. Experience indicates that

working with parents is as important as working with children in improving

skills and achievement among young children who have not been succeeding in

school.

At the secondary level, the problems of providing effective programmatic

alternatives become far more complex. At this level, students begin to or

should begin to prepare for future careers. Unless economic development occurs

on or near reservations so that Native American students have a real choice,

effective educational programs will only accelerate the brain and talent drain

from those communities.

It is most important that the school's goals do not become those of

isolated career training and placement, because the school cannot achieve them

by itself. Pressures from the community must be brought to bear on tribal

governments which resist reservation development because continuation of the

status quo preserves their local political power base. Native American commun-

ities need to develop their own economies or become integral parts of local

service center economies. There can be little increase in, or need to train

for, eccnomic opportunity in Native American communities that are content to

obtain all goods and services in nearby towns with businesses operated by the

dominant society.

Native Americans need to sell groceries, gasoline, clothing, hardware,

repair services, and other things to Native Americans and to non-Natives as

well. Native American communities need service center economies of their own.

To further support these economies, employmeht and family income-producing

enterprises are also needed. Native American community leadership which does

not seek development, but relies primarily on federal government support,

betrays the trust of its people. Solving the economic development problems
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of reservations is complex and difficult. Historically, Native Americans

were not relocated or restricted to areas which showed promise of economic

development. The school can be a part of this development and can make a

long-range contribution through what it does for young people.

Manpower training and development in the broadest sense are essential

ingredients in community economic ,:,:velopment. In this area the schools have

an appropriate and legitimate function.. But manpower developed without oppor-

tunity produces outmigration and loss of confidence in the value of education.

Vocational programs to train Native Americans as welders have become standing

jokes (and a prime example of waste) among Indian educators. Too often, pro-

grams have been conducted where the training has little, if any, market value

(ability to command a salary) in the local economy.

2. Effective program dp_qleatpL'ticularevelomentwillreuirAtteron

to both education and social climate. While Native Americans generally value

education, they do not extend this feeling to formal schooling. Too many

times, they have experienced failure, humiliation, and a sense of despair in

the school setting. The student's reaction to school is a result of how he

perceives himself in relation to the total organization. He will acquire

attitudes toward school from peers and parents, but these borrowed attitudes can

be changed by a positive approach.

The school should not sell out its achievement goals for popular accep-

tance, because it does not have to. The behaviors of administrators, teachers,

and counselors are the principal determinants of school climate. The curriculum

and program developers must deal openly with the school climate problem. A

sound and responsive program will fail if it is mechanically implemented by

rigid or prejudiced staff members with little pnderstanding or enthusiasm.
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The social climate of the community is equally important in urban or

rural settings, and harder to define and stimulate than that of the school.

The key to social climate is probably through local political or influence

leaders. The idea that the lot of Native Americans is hopeless is very

debilitating. Acceptance of poverty and despair is worse than poverty or

despair itself. School policy-makers and administrators must work closely

with social and political leaders. With a social climate favorable to devel-

opment, educational programs can be made relevant and important.

Office, distributive, and trades and industry Programs could become

truly functional. Students with ability and desire to become entrepreneurs

or professionals can find outlets for their talents and interests in their

own communities. Under these circumstances, the number and types of learning

experiences can be expanded greatly. Work study and on-the-job training pro-

grams, junior-achievement model businesses, and other delivery systems become

possible.

This type of flexibility has many appealing aspects, but it is not without

problems and challenges. With economic development and education, a new power

base will emerge, particularly in reservation communities, to challenge the

control of interests protected by the dependency and loyalty patterns in the

status quo.

3. Effeq.JiLestysTis must emphasize diagnosis and an

individualized approach. For years, schools have administered standardized

tests. When the results have been favorable, they have been used to advertise

what a good job the schools have done. In the past, these results have been

preserved in a cumulative record somewhere and had no impact on the instruc-

tion of a particular student. One use of these data has been to implement a

practice known as tracking. Tracking or "ability grouping" appears to be
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practiced more for teacher convenience than for helping pupils with indi-

vidual learning problems.

Curriculum or educational program efforts for Native Americans cannot

succeed unless the students succeed. Success of a student is a personal,

individual matter; success of a program is the aggregate of individual pupil

success. Effective programs need to find out where and why individual Native

American students are having difficulty and arrange individual or group pro-

cedures to help them.

Tests must be diagnostic to tell what is needed. General achievement

tests should come before and after a program or project to assess effectiveness.

The "ability grouping" technique should be changed to constantly-changing

"learning needs grouping." Native American children should never be placed

in classes fur mentally retarded because of language problems. In summary,

all educational programs have to affect individual students ultimately by

helping them learn.

4. Effective educational programs for Native American students must

pay particular attention to staffing. Graduation. from a teacher's college and

possession of a state teacher's certificate are not enough. Teaching in

federal schools is a bureaucratic job. The prospect of teaching on a reser-

vation far from urban centers has relatively-low job appeal. The teacher

shortage of the late 1950's-mid-1960's also seemed to work against Native

American students in federal, rural public, and inner-city urban schools.

The best-conceived program in the hands of an indifferent or incapable person

is of 'little value.

The educational program planner must be concerned with staff effective-

ness and staff development. Native American students need capable, open, and

effective teachers. 'Those who merely go through the motions of "keeping school"
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do harm to both students and programs. Teachers' security and pay must be

made dependent on their ability to help students rather than on seniority in

the system. Most programs for Native American students may require a

teacher retraining component.

In addition to retraining and sensitizing staff members to cultural

differences, feelings, and socioeconomic conditions, other personnel actions

can make an important contribution. The use of Native Americans as teacher

aides is a step in the right direction, but does not go far enough. Native

American professionals should be acquired on the staff because they provide

an identity base for students. One problem is that many Native American pro-

fessionals have been assimilated to the extent that they cannot identify with

Native American students in a truly sympathetic way. Of course, this situation

is not always true.

One of the most promising practices at the present time is the further

training of Native American teacher aides. The goal of many such current

programs is teacher-training to provide both desired skills and eligibility

for certification.

5. Effective education programs for Native Americans will have to

include unique delivery mechanisms. Let's face it; many Native Americans

have unfavorable attitudes toward school and poor study skills. Merely getting

broad participation, diagnostic procedures, and better staffing will not

suddenly make good students out of poor ones. There has to be a catch-up

or change period for those already in the school systems. This change will

come gradually if the school does not rely on the authoritarian "teacher-

studenerelationship.

Learning takes place in a variety of styles and settings. No one can

say which method or group of methods will be most beneficial. Perhaps making
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every elementary student's mother or guardian a teacher's aide at home, setting

up neighborhood study centers, or secondary independent study programs may be

more effective than the lecture-textbook-answer-the-questions-at-the-end-of-

the-chapter approach. Effective programs will probably have to try many and

different approaches. Those which do not produce results should be dropped.

6. Effective educational ro rams for Native Americans must have

well-designed evaluation components. It is not enough to cite national,

regional, or state data as a basis for claiming that Native American students

have education needs. The type of goals proposed in the preceding sections

requires that quantitative data, either measurements or head counts, be taken

in the local school situation. Measurement of achievement may be made by

standardized tests or by teacher-made tests, whi,u should have greater content

validity for the local school curriculum. The same test instruments and

counting procedures should be used with the populations being compared.

Related data should come from many sources -- school census records,

attendance registers, health records, cumulative folders, and rosters of

participants in school activities. Subjective:evaluations, such as teacher

letter grades, should be avoided. The limitations of expressing educational

outcomes in quantitative terms are real, but the dangers of not doing so are

even greater. The strengths of using objective data include the following:

A. Need areas of Native American students can be identified

objectively in terms of the schools' measures of goal

achievement.

Objective data provide a basis for assessing the extent of

the various needs and establishing supplementary or compen-

satory program development.

C. Objective data lend themselves to independent or external

assessment or verification. Evidence of achievement will
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improve the credibility of schools to Native American

communities and other agenciet.

D. Objective data put the focus on the outcomes of teaching.

The teacher can no longer blame "low socioeconomic status"

or "cultural disadvantage" forlow achievement. The teacher

has a more professional role of developing effective

strategies that help all students learn.

E. Quantitative data lend themselves to more precise inter-

pretation and manipulation. Levels of importance beyond

purely statistical significance can be set by the professional

staff and community.

7. Some elements of Native American culture are best handled and

should be taught by the school. The school, for example, is the appropriate

institution to impart substantive knowledge of social studies, history, and

related subjects. Traditionally, social studies curriculums have focused on

the total society, and have been biased in selection of materials and methods

of presentation. Native Americans have become victims of this bias, as

evidenced by the stereotypic treatment of them in American History textbooks.

As a result of the biased point of view, three things have happened:

(A) Non-Natives have been taught romantic, inaccurate, and stereotypic

information about Native Americans; (B) Native American students have been

. given information damaging to their personal and group identity; (C) Native

Americans have been deprived of historical information which will help them

better understand their role in contemporary society. These three problems

are interrelated in terms of educational programs.

It is important for Native Americans to be appropriately perceived and

understood by their fellow Americans. The best way to achieve this goal seems
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to be educational programs and materials that present Native American history

more objectively by or from more than one point of view. All members of society

need to be aware of the special or dual r.lationship between Native Americans

and the federal government that stems from treaties, legislation, and execu-

tive orders. The right to know, academic freedom, and academic responsibility

must be applied to information about Native Americans. Making valid informa-

tion about Native Americans available to all citizens is an appropriate function

and a responsibility of the school.

The problem of materials and methods damaging to the self-concept of

Native American students has already been discussed in terms of making these

students comfortable in the school setting. But the programmatic implications

go far beyond removing stereotypic materials that hinder adjustment to the

learning environment. Programmatic development efforts must take on a positive

thrust.

The school has the unique institutional function of transmitting accumu-

lated knowledge, Native American students must have access to their history

in ways that transcend the stories they hear at home' and in the community.

They need access to books and other materials that document the circumstances

that led to their current role in contemporary society. Copies of treaties,

books written by Native American historians, and related government documents

are typically unavailable in Native American homes.. As long as Native Americans

are kept ignorant, they can be manipulated.

The National Indian Education Library Project (cited earlier) indicated

a great demand for historical-cultural information among Native American

students and adults. The same study also indicated that these materials are

generally not available to Native Americans. The school libraries inventoried

were very poorly equipped in these areas. Public library materials are prac-

tically non-existent in Native American communities.
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Educators responsible for curriculum or program development must be

concerned with this need. This point may seem to contradict an earlier

statement that the school should not be too concerned with teaching "culture."

Really, it is not contradictory because it focuses on only one aspect of

culture, documentation of the historical record. Native American students

need opportunities for quality scholarship concerning their past. The

school cannot teach the conclusions to be drawn, but it can teach the methods

of inquiry. When these skills are taught and applied, Native American students

are confronted with information and documents which are authentic and which

have not been digested for them by someone else who believes they are

descendants of "savages."

A third related problem merits special attention because of its practical

implications. The treaties, legislation, and executive orders which created

the dual relationship with Native Americans established obligations on the

part of the larger society in exchange for land or other considerations.

These governmental actions and agreements have entitled Native Americans

to sow unique rights in education, health, and other areas. These rights

and obligations vary 'from tribe to tribe, but Native Americans must be aware

of them if they are to maintain their interests in a competitive, and often

impersonal, society.

Native American students need to be aware of their rights and responsi-

bilities as members of a tribal group. One area of particular importance to

students is education. Because of the typically-low economic status of Native

American communities, scholarship information is especially important to

Native American students seeking educational opportunity. They need to know

what scholarship support opportunities are available to them and how to apply

for them.
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While these historical and legal elements of Native American culture

come close to personal matters of lifestyle at marl), points, they have an

informational rather than a psychological orientation to school progrens.

The school cannot assume, goals of teaching Native Americans to be "Indians."

The school must adhere to an institutional role of teaching skills which

perpetuate free inquiry and scholarship. These skills should be extended and

encouraged among Native American students, as opposed to programs that tend

to. be propagandistic.

Within the diversity of Native American communities, it is possible to

find rare circumstances that will severely test the traditions of free inquiry.

There are small tribal communities in which religion assumes a degree of

importance that justifies a "theocracy" label. Schools in these communities

might insist on only one philosophical view of man (theirs) being taught.

Under these circumstances, Native American education may become private educa-

tion, not unlike that guaranteed to Amish people. However, in most Native

American communities there is a need for some selected elements of Native

American culture to be taught by the school. Local control and citizen partic-

ipation are the safety valves on which curriculum and program developers

should rely.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

Data collection and analysis are worthwhile activities when they lead

to the identification of problems and assist in making difficult decisions.

Howavers when problems have been identified, data collection and analysis

should not be substituted for leadership and goal-oriented action. "Indian

education" suffers from these symptoms to a significant extent. We know that

the achievement and attendance rates of Native American children fall far below

state and national averages. We know that personal income, conditions of

housing, and life expectancy are lower and that the incidence of disease and

social problems are higher among Native Americans.

National studies and countless conferences have rediscovered or reiterated

what is already known. National policy pronouncements have promised change.

"Instructional objecti. -It ....A H. 41.-LJ42.A. 0 Lvt4 liaVe beco me key words in

educational literature. The 1970 federal census indicated that Native Ameri-

cans have made advances in education but lag behind the rest of the nation in

most social and economic measures. Publicized changes in "Indian education"

appear to be of great Magnitude because their baseline is so close to ground-

zero.

In the schools of large cities, Native American students still experiencA

inters adjustment problems and continue to drop out in large numbers. Native

AMertAns in small town districts near reservations are still subject to

prejudicial attitudes, become disenchanted, and swell the drop-out statistics.

On reservations, Native Americans attend both day and boarding schools. Data

61
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about these institutions, specifically established and specially operated for

Native American students indicated that they are not significantly different

in the long run from public schools, on or off reservations.

Clearly, the need in "Indian education" is for curriculum and program

development. Future research efforts should objectively monitor the effect-

iveness of curricular approaches rather than rediscover the symptoms. Local

control of schools by Native Americans on reservations and contracting Johnson-

O'Malley monies directly with tribes are desirable, but are only intermediate

goals at best. The primary education question still remains one of educational

program, after control or influence are attained.

Because of the diverse conditions among Native American communities, a

wide variety of approaches and materials are needed. The area of bilingual

approaches alone illustrates the need for a variety of materials. Progress

that has been made to date must be continued. Every school, federal or state

public, which serves Native American students should have the programmatic

capability of making the majority of them feel comfortable in the learning

environment and enhancing their chances for a higher-quality adult life.

There is no simple right answer. The programs and strategies for

effecting educational and social change must be evolved. To continue with

methods and materials which proved ineffective in the past is an invitation

to failure. Curriculum and program development must become a process of

harmonizing educational goals and social aspirations at the local level. We

are now more ready than ever before to achieve that goal.

Me Gwitch
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